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Field-Tools® Provides Free Health Screen App for Construction 
Workers Entering Job Sites Starting May 7 
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GRAND RAPIDS, MICH — Field-Tools® is providing a  free health screening form on its mobile 
data app as construction workers return to job sites on May 7. 

“We’re providing this free tool to construction companies to help protect the health of the 
workforce,” said Doug Huyser, president of Classic Engineering, owner of Classic Labs and 
Field-Tools. 

Workers will use their mobile phones to activate a QR code for the health screening app form on 
signs posted at construction site entrances.  

The form uses CDC screening guidelines to ask the worker three questions: if they have been in 
close contact with an individual diagnosed or quarantined for COVID-19 in the past 14 days, or 
if they have traveled on an airplane within 14 days. Symptom questions ask about fever, severe 
headache or new or worsening respiratory issues. 

Questions answered “YES” will send a notification to the job site supervisor on the Field-Tools 
app. The worker will be asked to distance themselves from other employees and wait for 
direction from the Company Human Resource Department. 

The Field-Tools Health Screening form is available in English and Spanish. 
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Pioneer Construction Company, a Field-Tools client, asked for the new health screening 
app, and has successfully tested it in the field. 
Christopher Kallemeyn, Pioneer Construction Vice President of Operations, said 
“The Field Tools employee health screening form is a critical part of our back to work 
program, allowing us to get our job sites back up and running safely, while also taking care 
of the need to document that all individuals on our sites are healthy and prepared to work. It 
is so easy to use, that even the most technologically challenged individuals will be able to 
use this tool with ease. We all know that ease of use is key to increasing participation. 
When we are able to health screen all employees before they go to work each day, the risk 
of exposure to all employees on site is greatly reduced. This tool, along with our rigorous 
hygiene and sanitation procedures, and appropriate PPE use will make all of our job sites 
and employees safer at work.”  

About Field-Tools: Grand Rapids-based Field-Tools is a mobile app focused on safety and 
helping companies know what is happening on the jobsite. Field-Tools is used by leading 
construction companies that depend on real-time data. The Field-Tools app helps companies 
manage their work force on the job site and helps track safety issues and identify hazards. 
www.field-tools.com. 
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